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Interest Rate Update – RJO FIG 

 

March 30, 2020 

Own Swaps vs Treasuries in the belly: 5y-10y. Banks are way too short duration. They don’t have room for 

adding securities and why compete with the Fed to buy non-HQLA? Look for banks to load up LONG on swaps in 

the belly of the curve given advantage of posting initial margin vs actual balance sheet use. Also, banks are short 

IRS in the belly to convexity buyers especially. They are going to want those positions more balanced heading into 

Q4 as swaps change discounting to SOFR.  

Own 20y-30y T. Treasury will focus issuance on front end of the curve to NOT undo the Fed’s QE buying impact 

on the longer duration securities, where the primary dealers need help. Mnuchin has said he wants LONG 

MATURITY issuance. Over time, what Mnuchin wants will happen. In the near term, I don’t believe we’re going to 

see a quadrupling of 30yr issuance—because, the primary dealers will get stuck with this paper. While they need 

duration, they don’t need illiquid duration. And owning 30yTs may be all good from an HQLA standpoint, but risk 

capital requirements at current levels of long-end volatility would be punitive. I bet the Treasury wants a mulligan 

on Lehman right about now. 

Curve will trade directionally. Once some semblance of liquidity is restored, I expect flattening. With USD much 

more abundant globally and the US with the steepest curve in the G4, our long end must be a buy for global 

insurers and pensions. 

Softening U.S. dollar implies Fed swap lines are working. Begs the question why 3moLI remains so high relative 

to 1mo and 6mo. But, since short-term LIBOR rates are almost entirely hypothetical, it’s tough to trade this one. 

After quarter end, could be a snap-back to lower levels in 3mo LIBOR (relative to 1mo and 6mo). Another 

spoonful of the alphabet soup of programs, the CPFF (commercial paper funding facility), should reduce the 

width to which LIBOR-FedFunds and LIBOR-SOFR blow out. So why don’t I just say, “Buy ED$, Sell FF equiv. strip”? 

If you put a gun to my head, I’d say do it. The problem (and this is deep plumbing) is that the “Panel Banks” (the 

guys who are surveyed as to rates on o/n, 1mo, 3mo, 6mo, 1y LIBOR and a few more) are marking Commercial 

Paper (“CP”) much higher in rate than the non-panel voters. CP is a “Level 1” influencer on ICE’s posting of LIBOR. 

Here’s how much the ‘survey banks’ (aka the guys squeezing stones on credit lines right now) are goosing LIBOR: 
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You don’t have to be Mr. Plumber to understand what’s going on here in the plumbing. Admittedly, I have an axe 

on this (https://www.linkedin.com/posts/johntcoleman_libor-futures-sofr-activity-6648937865566830592-

n3BW). Friday (3/27) morning, we had this: 

1-Month Libor Set 0.98938 +.04850 (99.01062) 

3-Month Libor Set 1.45013 +.07550 (98.54987) 

6-Month Libor Set 1.07200 +.01437  (99.02800) 

1-Year   Libor Set 0.96850  -.00425  (99.03250) 

You can have steep curves and inverted curves. BUT, when I see a curve where a 1mo rate and 6mo rate are 

BELOW a 3mo rate (by 85bps on the butterfly), well, I get a little angry. Then, when you add that almost 

NOTHING trades in any of these LIBOR terms—a few survey banks just say, “Survey says…!!! Hahaha”, my blood 

boils. Yes, we can hedge this stuff with Eurodollars coupled with term repo resetting on the IMM date. But we 

cannot hedge the ‘+X’ component of financing lines that are billed as 3mo LIBOR+X, and “X” suddenly becomes X2 

and the line size gets reduced. How ‘off’ is 3mo LIBOR spot right now?  

1) Spot 3mLI:3mFedFunds is 112bps as of Friday 

2) Forward/Futures anticipate this spread at 81bps in a month 

3) Out to June IMM date, 46bps. 

Every crisis in my life that blows up multiple financial concerns can ALWAYS be traced back to the front-end of 

the curve: repo and financing. And for this crisis, the game is on again. 

As an aside, now that those international swap lines are working, if I were a currency guy, I’d be selling USD on all 

substantial upticks. Dollar dropping further from here will stir inflation talks. 10yr TIPS have rallied sharply in the 

last 2 weeks—like crazy last week (Fed buying them doesn’t hurt either). 
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IG is cheap: 
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Correlations and Risk Layoffs 

Traders getting hammered by 3mLI blowout? Correlated protection using Short EDM0/Long SFRM0 

 

 

Agency Mortgage OAS has TIGHTENED much more rapidly than CDX_IG.  IG Looks CHEAP after Fri 3/27 

 

Look for a post early this week on LIBOR, SOFR and IG. 

JC- for the Fixed Income Group at R.J. O’Brien 
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DISCLAIMER 

This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature 

of, a solicitation. This material is not a research report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By 

accepting this communication, you agree that you are an experienced user of the futures markets, capable of 

making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on this communication 

in making trading decisions. 

DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW.  PERSONS IN POSSESSION 

OF THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH 

PROHIBITION OR RESTRICTIONS.  TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY 

AND SOLICITATIONS ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE MARKET 

COMMENTARY IN THIS COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION. 

The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider 

whether this is a suitable investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests 

of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading advice is based on information taken from trades and 

statistical services and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not guarantee that such 

information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith 

judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give 

will result in profitable trades. 
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